1. To browse the California Statutes Popular Name Table, go to the database WestlawNext (accessible through the University Library homepage).

2. Once in WestlawNext find the link to “State Materials,” and click:

3. In the list of states find California, and click:
4. In California information, find “California Statutes & Court Rules,” and click:

5. Once in California Statutes & Court Rules, find the “California Statutes Index,” on the far right-hand side of the screen:
6. The statutes index can be searched or browsed
7. Find an item of interest and click:

8. Click on the legal citation and find the “Credits” section:

Take note of the year and bill number. If the bill was pre-1999 then search for the text using the website of the California State Assembly, Office of the Chief Clerk. From 1999 to the present search using the California Legislative Information website.